\\x\\-
s+ ™Dhit=L 2 (R n ) for 0<U|<5+/
For remaining (s, s') the spaces SP(s f s') are defined by duality and interpolation.
Let for re/Z", xe/Z^fre/Z": *,>0 z=l, -,n} ^T=;cli ..... 4«. The point (a ,•••, d)^R n we denote by bold face a.
In our case it will be more convenient to use, instead of the space L\R n ), the space L z (R n +) with the weight x" 1 i.e.
u^L\Rl, x-') if and only if ( | u(x) \ 2 x^dx< oo .
JR"+
For u^D'(R\), (1) 
where | r I = Ti+ • -° + r n ^ -^+-^-5 which is equivalent to for 1&NS, \l\£s+s' (3') and some r 0^^w such that | r 0 | =-s+-,
Let TcJi" be a cone tangent only to the axis x 1 i.e. such that closure {x^R n : x 1 =0} = {0}. Then we have HxH^^ on f 1 thus the condition 
Fix dx=(8x l9 -, WJe JZi, f =(f lf -, OeJZ" and let at the point (x 9 f , W, 5<f)=(0, ^, 5i, 0) if there exist functions p, K, X satisfying conditions 1°, 2°, 3° respectively, such that Op(2?'-')(QpGSS8""')).
Definition 5 ([!]
). Let A be a conic lagrangean submanifold of T*R n (here A means It(J2 M ))« Let (*, I) belong to A and let (W, s|) be a vector tangent to T*R n at that point (* 9 <?) and not tangent to A at that point If -4eOp(2o '*')» we will say that .4 is elliptic at (i, f , ^i, 5f) if one has with C>0 ? for 0<s<s Q and ^e>/e 0 >0 (v4=a(% 9 /))). 
Since II is an isomorphism this ends the proof of commutativity of the diagram (6).
Remark. In Definition 1.9 in [1] of the second wave front set, it can be assumed that the operator A eOpCSo' 0 ) concentrated at (0, £ ) and 2-microelliptic Our aim is to define the second wave front set in a way analogous to the definition of the (first) wave front set in terms of the growth order of the Fourier transformation. In our case instead of the Fourier transformation we need the Mellin transformation. First we recall the definition of a Mellin distribution [2] 9 [3] . In order to retain the information on u which will enable us to conclude that u<=SP(s, a) 2-microlocally at dx=(l, 0) we have to assume, according to (iii) in Proposition 3, that
i.e. that cr>--and s<-(see Fig. 1 )
. s-l to the axis x } it follows that g=0 on J\. Let r 0 be the cone {%eJ3+: 0<x 1 <l, x 2 <x l9 °~,x n <x^ (see Fig. 2 ). We want to show that u\ To^S P(s, a) . From Example 2 in [2] we know that if X 0 is the characteristic function of F 0 , we have Proof. Let x 1 be a cut-off function subordinated to J" such that
Since for every vector dx^F we can find fc>0 such that
is a cut-off function in the direction of dx, it is enough to prove that %(x)g(x'} e SP(s, s') globally. We have
Since \k z i\ =k Rez i thus for a fixed Re z the multiplier k z * has no influence on the behaviour of the Mellin transform as | Im z | ->oo. This in view of Proposition 3 ends the proof. Concluding remark. The technique of the Mellin transformation presented in the paper can also be applied to get analogous results for the spaces H StSf .
Theorem 2. (Propagation of singularities along second bicharacteristics

